Red Bull has become the first of Formula One's
top three teams to lift the covers off its newlook
car, and it really does stand out:

You
said
it!

"Some years it's difficult for the
casual viewer to differentiate the

new car from the old. That isn't

going to be a problem this time
around."

President Cyril Ramaphosa puts Cabinet
ministers on blast during his State of the Nation
Address (SONA), saying:

"Growth, development and
transformation depend on a
strong and capable state."

J7

Kevin Anderson expresses his happiness in
reaching No 9 in the latest ATP tour rankings
on Twitter:

"Incredible feeling to reach a new
careerhigh ranking. #9. Happy to
celebrate my @NewYorkOpen win
with my team, family and friends.
Thanks to all the fans for your

support and nice messages."
Musi Maimane, DA Leader, thinks that
Ramaphosa should reduce the bloated
government departments and fire certain
ministers to save billions of rand:

Ivan Gazidis, Chief Executive of Arsenal, said
after the club announced it's biggestever
sponsorship deal worth a reported £200 million,
that:

"Our shirt partnership is the
longestrunning in the Premier
League and one of the longest
relationships in world sport. This
mutual commitment is testimony
to the strength and depth of our

unique relationship."

"Mr President, if you want to undo
the damage of state capture,
then we must acknowledge

Mike Mabuyakhulu, the convenor of the ANC in

those who led us there in the

the party's Provincial Chairman were in the
minority:

first place. It is critical that the
structure and size of the state

KwaZuluNatal has said that calls from members
to nominate former president Jacob Zuma as

"I don't know how you can take

show to our shores."

Jackson Mthembu, African National Congress
(ANC) Chief Whip, hits the right note at President
tyril Ramaphosa's inaugural address:

"It's through the spirit of ongoing
engagements on critical matters
that we shall be a nation. The

ANC commits to the people of
South Africa that we will isolate

and root out corrupt tendencies

in the public and private sectors."
William Joughin, Chairman of SRK Consulting
(SA), when speaking as part of the Mining
Indaba's Mining 2050 (Technology & Innovation)
stream, highlighted the growing value of big data
in improving both strategic and engineering
decisions in mining:

"Larger quantities of better and
more reliable data—combined

one or two."

benefits."

the most efficient allocation

positions and reduce him into a
provincial leader. We regard that
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design talent that is absolutely
ready for an international
show like this. It's engaging,
informative, enlightening and
entertaining. It's about talent,
about mentorship, opportunity,
and pushing creativity past all
boundaries ... we're incredibly
proud to be able to bring this

but again, it was not a popular
view. If it was said, it was said by

one of the senior leaders who has

departments."

"South Africa has impressive

with specialised and indepth
engineering experience—are a
real stepchange in our ability to
understand and manage project
risk. Today's technology gives us
the power to collect and analyse
data in previously unimaginable
quantities—and with remarkable

are optimally suited to meet the
needs of the people and ensure

of public resources. We will,
therefore, initiate a process to
review the configuration, number
and size of national government

Ndalo Pictures, a new subsidiary company of
media icon, Khanyi Dhlomo's Ndalo Media is
bringing hit TV show, Project Runway, to South
Africa:

served in almost all of the senior

as the views of some comrades,
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